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INTRODUCTION

Interval arithmetic is a widely used technique providing validated numerical results� have
been proposed aiming at improving its properties and �nding tight bounds to solutions of
some problems in an e�ective way� We consider conventional interval arithmetic �	�� extended
by four inner interval operations ���� The obtained extended interval arithmetic structure is
suitable for the e�ective computation of functional ranges reducing their overestimation with
ordinary interval arithmetic ���� ����

Additionally� interval arithmetic� with directed roundings ���� can provide mathematically
rigorous results from �oating�point operations on computers� Although the arithmetic oper�
ations with directed roundings� speci�ed by IEEE �oating�point standards �
�� are su�cient
for the implementation of conventional interval operations with 	 ulp �unit in the last place�
accuracy of the interval end�points� some reliability problems may occur implementing supple�
mentary interval operations� This paper brie�y outlines interval arithmetic� extended by four
supplementary interval operations� discuss a source of numerical errors at the implementation
of �oating�point inner interval operations and shows di�erent ways for their suppression� The
goal is to make computations involving these operations more accurate and credible�

INTERVAL SPACE �IR�������������

Consider the set of intervals IR � f�a�� a�� j a� � a�� a�� a� � Rg� Denote by Z �
��f�a�� a�� j a� � � � a�� a�� a� � Rg the set of all intervals involving zero in their interior�
We utilize functional ��� notations a� for the interval end�points� where � � � � f���g�
so that interval formulas can be written in a more closed form� The binary variable � can
be expressed as a �product� of two or more binary variables� � � ��� �� � � �� de�ned by
�� � �� � �� and �� � �� � �� Several functionals� de�ned to characterize intervals�
are widely used in interval analysis� For an interval A � IR n Z �sign� � � IR n Z � �
is de�ned by ��A� � f�� if a� 	 �� �� if a� � �g� For every interval A � IR �width�
� � IR� R� is de�ned by � � a��a�� Functional 	 � IR� ��	� 	� is de�ned to characterize
a symmetry behaviour of intervals by 	�A� � �	 for A � ��� �� and 	�A� � fa�
a� if ja�j �
ja�j� a�
a�� otherwise�g� Therefore functional 	 admits the geometric interpretation that A
is more symmetric than B i� 	�A� � 	�B��


�	



The set IR together with the ordinary relation for inclusion� and the basic interval arithmetic
operations form the well�known interval arithmetic space �IR������� 
��� �	�� Addition and
multiplication operations from this space can be expressed by

A�B � �a� � b�� a� � b��� for A�B � IR�

A�B �

�����
����

�a���B�b���A�� a��B�b��A��� for A�B � IR n Z�
�a��A�b���A�� a��A�b��A��� for A � IR n Z� B � Z�
�a���B�b��B�� a��B�b��B��� for A � Z� B � IR n Z�
�minfa�b�� a�b�g� maxfa�b�� a�b�g�� for A�B � Z�

In ��� the set of conventional interval arithmetic operations was extended by two supplemen�
tary operations ������

A�� B � �a�� � b�� a� � b���� for A�B � IR� �	�

A�� B �

�����
����

�a��B��b���A��� a���B��b��A���� for A�B � IR n Z�
�a���A�b���A�� a���A�b��A��� for A � IR n Z� B � Z�
�a���B�b���B�� a��B�b���B��� for A � Z� B � IR n Z�
� maxfa�b�� a�b�g� minfa�b�� a�b�g�� for A�B � Z�

���

where � � f�� if ��A� 	 ��B�� �� if ��A� � ��B�g and  � f�� if 	�A� 	 	�B��
�� if 	�A� 	 	�B�g�

The elements �A � ��a���a�� and 	
A � �	
a�� 	
a�� are inverse with respect to the
operations �� and ��� resp� Thus the following operations can be obtained as composite�

A�B � A� ��B� � �a� � b�� a� � b��� for A�B � IR�

A�� B � A�� ��B� � �a�� � b��� a� � b��� for A�B � IR� �
�

A
B � A� �	
B� �

�
�a���B�
b��A�� a��B�
b���A��� for A�B � IR n Z�
�a���B�
b���B�� a��B�
b���B��� for A � Z� B � IR n Z�

A
�B � A�� �	
B� �

�
�a��B��
b��A��� a���B��
b���A���� for A�B � IR n Z�
�a���B�
b��B�� a��B�
b��B��� for A � Z� B � IR n Z�

���

� and  are de�ned as above�

Every operation 
 � f������ 
g satis�es the relation�

A 
B � fa 
 b j a � A� b � Bg� A�B � IR �B � IR n Z� if 
 � 
�

and the corresponding supplementary operation satis�es the relation A 
�B � A 
B� due to
which 
� operations are called inner interval operations and the conventional ones � outer

interval operations�

The extended interval arithmetic structure �IR������������� posesses better algebraic
properties than the conventional one�

� For A�B � IR and 
 � f���������g� A 
B � B 
A�

� The outer � and � operations are associative� while �� and �� are conditionally associative
depending on the value of �� resp� �

� X � ��� �� � � and Y � �	� 	� � 	 are the unique neutral elements with respect to all �inner
and outer� addition and multiplication operations�


��



� The elements�A and 	
A satisfy � � A���A� � A�A� resp� 	 � A� �	
A� � A
A and
they are the unique inverse elements with respect to ��� �� so that A�� ��A� � A��A � ��
resp� A�� �	
A� � A
�A � 	�

� There exist conditionally distributive relations connecting ������ and ���

A number of numerical algorithms with result veri�cation have been developed showing the
advantages of inner interval operations �see e� g� ���� ����� Some properties of the extended
interval arithmetic structure �IR�������������� its relations to other interval arithmetic
extensions and a large list of references can be found in ����

WIDTH AND SYMMETRY BASED IMPLEMENTATION

The theory of computer arithmetic de�nes computer interval arithmetic by semimorphism ����
Let F be a �oating�point symmetric screen over R and F � F �b� p� emin� emax� is de�ned by
its base b� its precision p� and its minimal and maximal exponent� emin and emax� If denote by
IF � f�a�� a�� � IR j a�� a� � Fg the set of computer representable intervals� then fIF��g
is a screen of fIR��g� Rounding � � IR �� IF is de�ned as a monotonic function with
the properties projection and monotonicity� A third property �inclusion� speci�es directed
roundings for intervals A � IR�

outward rounding � �A � ��a��a�� � A� inward rounding ��A � �a���a�� � A�

where �� � R �� F are corresponding �oating�point directed roundings toward �� ���
and toward �� �� �
�� ���� If 
 � f��������������� 
� 
�g is an arithmetic operation
in IR� the corresponding computer operation �� in IF is de�ned by

A �� B � � �A 
B�� for A�B � IF� � � f���g�

The explicit formulae for computation of the corresponding result are summarized as follows�

� �A 
B� � � � �A 
B���  �A 
B�� �� � �A 
B� � � �A 
B��� � �A 
B�� ��

In IEEE �oating�point environment� outer interval operations can be realized easily with 	
ulp accuracy by �oating�point operations with directed rounding� End�points of the resulting
intervals of outer � and � operations are speci�ed explicitly by �oating�point expressions�
End�points of the resulting intervals of outer � and 
 operations are determined by the
algebraic signs of the end�points of interval arguments� The algebraic sign of a rounded
�oating�point number is determined exactly by the IEEE systems�

The implementation of inner interval operations� however� is more di�cult� The de�ning
formulae of inner addition and subtraction operations �	�� ��� involve comparison of the
width of the arguments� and the de�ning formulae of multiplication and division operations
�
�� ��� involve comparison of the symmetry functional for the arguments� Computation of
each of these functionals require a �oating�point operation involving round�o� error� Even
with �� and �� operations� which seem so simple� the round�o� error at the computation of
� for each of the interval arguments may lead to a incorrect comparison and as a consequence�
to a wrong interval result for certain values of the arguments� Next examples illustrate this
e�ect�


�




Example �� Compute ��A �� B� for A � ������ � 	��� ����� � 	��� and B � ������ �
	��� ��� ��	��� in decimal �oating�point system F � F �	�� 
���� ��� The exact width values
��A� � �  �� � ��B� � ����� are not elements of F � and ���A� � ���B� � ��� � 	���
where � denotes round�to�nearest� An implementation� based on the de�ning formula �	�
with � � �� will produce a wrong result ���a�� b����a�� b��� � ����
� � 	��� ���
� � 	����
for which A�� B �� ��A�� B�� while the correct result is ����
� � 	��� ���
 � 	����

Using one of the directed roundings � � f��g for the computation of ���A� and ���B�
will help to perform a correct comparison of latter and thus to obtain a correct result of
��A �� B� when A and B are those of Example 	 but a wrong result may be delivered for
other values of A and B�

Example �� Compute ��A �� B� for A � ����� � 	��� ��   � 	��� and B � ������ �
	��� ��   � 	��� in decimal �oating�point system F � F �	�� 
���� ��� comparing ��A� and
��B�� The exact width values ��A� �    �� � 	�� � ��B� � 	����� � 	�� are not elements
of F � and ��A� � ��B� � �� An implementation� based on the de�ning formula �	�
with � � �� will produce a wrong result ���a�� b����a�� b��� � ���  � � 	��� ��  � � 	����
for which A�� B �� ��A�� B�� while the correct result is ���  � � 	��� ��   � 	����

A comparison operation between 	�A� and 	�B�� for the computation of ��A 
� B� where
� � f���g and 
 � f�� 
g� may be in�uenced by even more round�of errors� The above
examples show that an implementation of inner interval operations� based on comparison
between rounded values of �� resp� 	 functionals� cannot produce credible results� For a
program to be credible� the results it produces must never be misleading�

CREDIBLE IMPLEMENTATION ALGORITHMS

There exist two alternatives for implementation of outer interval multiplication operation�
First alternative involves nine cases determined by the algebraic signs of the end�points of the
operands� Second alternative involves computation of minimum and maximum of the four
possible products of the operands end�points according to the following formula

��A�B� � �minf��a�b�����a�b�����a�b�����a�b��g�

maxf�a�b����a�b����a�b����a�b��g��

The average number of multiplications required for the �rst alternative is less than that
required by the second one� Implemented in software� the relative e�ciencies of both alterna�
tives are architecture dependent� although the �rst alternative is often preferred in low�level
implementations designed for e�ciency� Considerations in the previous section showed that
for inner interval operations we have to seek implementation algorithms based on rounded ex�
pressions only for the result end�points� rather than using a priori �oating�point computations
of � or 	�

A careful analysis of formulae �	�!��� and some investigations �see e� g� ����� �� of the rela�
tions between extended interval arithmetic structure �IR������������� and other alge�
braic extensions ��� of conventional interval arithmetic� led to a second alternative for the
implementation of inner interval operations� based on the following formulae�

��A�� B� � �minf��a� � b�����a� � b��g� maxf�a� � b����a� � b��g�� ���


��



��A�� B� � �minf��a� � b�����a� � b��g� maxf�a� � b����a� � b��g�� ���

��A�� B� �

������������������
�����������������

�minf��a�b�����a�b��g�maxf�a�b����a�b��g��
if ��A� � ��B�� A�B � IR n Z�

�minf��a�b�����a�b��g�maxf�a�b����a�b��g��
if ��A� �� ��B�� A�B � IR n Z�

�minf��a���A�b���A�����a���A�b��A��g�
maxf�a���A�b���A����a���A�b��A��g�� if A � IR n Z�B � Z�

�minf��a���B�b���B�����a��B�b���B��g�
maxf�a���B�b���B����a��B�b���B��g�� if A � Z�B � IR n Z�

�maxf��a�b�����a�b��g�minf�a�b����a�b��g�� if A�B � Z�

���

��A
�B� �

����������
���������

�minf��a�
b�����a�
b��g�maxf�a�
b����a�
b��g��
if ��A� � ��B�� A�B � IR n Z�

�minf��a�
b�����a�
b��g�maxf�a�
b����a�
b��g��
if ��A� �� ��B�� A�B � IR n Z�

�minf��a���B�
b��B�����a��B�
b��B��g�
maxf�a���B�
b��B����a��B�
b��B��g�� if A � Z�B � IR n Z�

���

The implementations� based on formulae ���!���� provide credible results for inner interval
operations� Inner multiplication operation involves seven cases� determined by the algebraic
signs of the end�points of the operands� For inner addition and subtraction operations and
each sign�dependent case of inner multiplication and division operations� these algorithms
involve four arithmetic operations and two comparison operations� Note� however� that in all
cases these algorithms compute only two �oating�point expressions using directed rounding�
rather than four expressions by the corresponding algorithm for outer interval operations� This
observation allows us to formulate more simple algorithms for the implementation of inner
addition and subtraction operations and each sign�dependent case of inner multiplication
and division operations� Denote by expr� one of the two �oating�point expressions� for the
corresponding case� de�ned by formulae ���!���� and by expr� the other one�

Algorithm �� Outwardly rounded inner interval operations�

Compute r� � ��expr��� r� � ��expr���

If r� � r� then res � �r�� �expr���

else res � �r�� �expr����

This algorithm involves three arithmetic and one comparison operations� Inwardly rounded
inner interval operations play important role for computation of functional ranges so that
their implementation is also of interest� When both exact end�point values for the result of
an inner interval operation fall between two successive machine numbers� no element of IF
can represent the inwardly rounded result of the corresponding inner interval operation� That
is why a more complicated algorithm should be implemented to provide credible results from
inwardly rounded inner interval operations� Algorithm � requires three arithmetic and two
comparison operations in the worst case�
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Algorithm �� Inwardly rounded inner interval operations�

Compute r� � ��expr��� r� � ��expr���

If r� � r� then res � ��expr��� r
��

elseIf r� � r� then res � ��expr��� r
��

else Signal INVALID OPERATION

deliver �qNaN� qNaN��

CONCLUSION

We explored the sources of numerical errors in the implementation of �oating�point inner
interval operations and showed di�erent ways for their suppression� The proposed implemen�
tation algorithms are e�cient and can be used for developing credible and accurate programs�
We believe that present investigations will help the optimized implementation of interval
arithmetic by language compilers and in hardware so that it may be fast and e�cient�
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